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About This Game

In a charming mountain area, you take the role of a classic farmer with all the necessary tasks like cattle breeding, growing
grain and other resources, and dealing with products from your farm. Your fields can be cultivated with machines from CLAAS

and even your animals have to be taken care of.
The complete Agricultural Simulator allows you to ride many genuine CLAAS tractors. Choose between many different models
of tractors, combines, extensions and hangers. Sell your products and invest in better equipment. More powerful machines will
help you farm bigger areas. As striving farmer, you have to invest carefully to maximize the crop. Don’t kick over the traces or

you won’t be able to upgrade your farm and buy more land. Choose the right seed from different types of grains like barley, rye,
or wheat or decide to grow canola or corn. The harvest can be used as animal food, new seed as well as product to be sold on the

market. Always have an eye on the market prices so you don’t come out with losses after all the work. Get another main pillar
and breed cattle: cows, horses, sheep, hen, and geese. You may even have game animals on your farm and sell them profitably as

food. If everything works well, the animals will prosper and you can sell their offspring on the market. Take care of proper
feeding, daily care of the stables, and your animals well-being. Hire workers to balance your workload and invest in their further
education. The career mode in Agricultural Simulator guarantees a lot of fun. Playing cooperative mode allows you to manage

your farm either online or offline with your friends.

New features in the Extended Edition:

Optimized and faster engine for higher performance
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Vehicle models, physics and movement have been reworked and improved

New visual effects and graphic options

Configurable day and night sky

Improved 3D map

More streets, a gas station and a new village have been added

New places to sell your products

Multiplayer mode now has chat

Support for Joysticks and Gamepads

Improved AI traffic

New helper system

Fully configurable keyboard control
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IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIITTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT. why does this game even exsist. This
game, for the fantastic price of 2 big ones, you can get this piece of work. From the stunning graphics to the amazing gameplay,
this game ceases to amaze. Your agircultural adventure awaits you, will you accept the challenge and run a farm?. Ran over my
cattle with the combine, fun times.. In this game you play as farmer man trying to live off the land. You plant seeds, grow crops.
harvest them, and f**k cows. The best game I have ever played. -0/10. it will not even load i want a refund. If you want to buy
this game don't do it !!
It's so F@!?ng boring, you can go with your tractor under water. I have played 10 minutes and i decided to shut this thing off
and never ever play this sh@! again.
I'm telling you don't waste your money for that.
And if you realy want to buy this kind of simulator buy "Farming Simulator 2013 Titan Edition". Don't touch this with a Ten
foot barge pole, Needs serious updates to make the game play viable...
Avoid at all costs 0.2\*5
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Probably the best game evere played. tried to buy a cow...crashed the game...in the words of the bart simpson, "Don't have a
cowman" ---literally!. LOVE THE GAME. The worst game i've ever played. It's boring, and in addition it's really bugged. For
example, in mine version i had to restart game few times. It's badly optimized. And sound doesn't work.. its a real good game
but when i shut down my computer the game acts up
. Good graphics. Awful gameplay. Make that horrendous gameplay. Go buy any other farming sim but stay far away from this
one.. The pig hot air balloon is REALLY scary + running diagonal makes you go faster which is cool I guess. 10/10 driving,
10/10 story, 10/10 would recreate the famine that devastated my country again. 7/10 Bears

The bear scale:

< 2 It's crap don't waste your time
2-5 It's below what a bear standard would be.
5-7 It's good, might be a thing in there that's above industry standard
7-9 You will probably enjoy, you should buy this to support the developer
9+ GOTY IF YOU DO NOT HAVE THIS THEN YOU'RE MISSING OUT

Review:
WHAT'S THAT YOU WANT TO PLAY FARMVILLE? ♥♥♥♥ YOUR FARMVILLE BUY THIS♥♥♥♥♥♥

(Not as good as farming simulator, but good enough to buy for $5.). If you are looking for a good realistic and fun farming sim,
then Farming Simualtor is the better game, this isnt wont the money!
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